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Basic formation mechanism

Process:

1) Water droplets form around  “dust”
particles and freeze

2) Crystals grow at expenses of droplets

Bergeron-Findeisen process

- vapour is deposited onto the ice crystals 
- the deficit in vapour is compensated by 
the evaporation of water droplets leading 
to further growth of ice crystals

3 forms of water in saturated clouds: supercooled liquid water + vapor + ice

Snow crystals are single crystals of ice that grow from water vapour 
They form when tiny supercooled cloud droplets freeze
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J. Kepler, A New Year’s Gift on the Six-Cornered Snowflake, 1611

“There must be some definite cause why, whenever snow begins to fall, 
its initial formation invariably displays the shape of a six-cornered starlet. 
For if it happens by chance, why do they not fall just as well with five 
corners or seven?”

Introduction

W. A. Bentley, The Snow Crystals, 1931

"Under the microscope, I found that 
snowflakes were miracles of beauty.

Every crystal was a masterpiece of design 
and no one design was ever repeated.

When a snowflake melted, that design 
was forever lost without leaving any 
record behind”
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relatively simple plate-like 
crystal (1.4mm)

more elaborate plate-like 
crystal (2.1mm)

multi-branched stellar 
dendrite crystal (3mm)

hexagonal columnar crystal 
with internal hollows (0.45mm)

needle-like crystals
(1.1mm)

capped column crystal 
(0.6mm)
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The snow morphology diagram

T = −2°C
plate-like growth
thick plates 
thinner plates 
dendrites

T = −5°C
columnar growth
stout columns 
hollow columns 
needle-like crystals

T = −15°C
plate-like growth
(increasing structure with 
increasing supersaturation)

T < −25°C
growth is a mixture of thick 
plates and columns

One can “read” the meteorological 
information “written” on a crystal
“A snow crystal is a letter from the sky”

[U. Nakaya, Snow Crystals: Natural and Artificial, 1954]
Snow crystal morphology under different 
environmental conditions
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The snow morphology diagram

Features:

1) Morphology change 
with temperature  
(Habit change)

Plate – Prism – Plate

2) Increase of complexity 
with supersaturation
Plate Dendrite

or            
Prism Needles
(Morphological 
instability)

Challenge: how the condensation of water into solid ice can 
result in such a remarkable  variety of forms ?

[U. Nakaya, Snow Crystals: Natural and Artificial, 1954]
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Examples of laboratory-made snow crystals  (supersaturation ~ water saturation)
[K. Libbrecht, The Little Book of Snowflakes, 2004]

T = −2°C T = −5°C T = −15°C

Substantial variability also for crystal grown in similar conditions
dependence on time and background pressure
hard to develop good parameterizations of snow crystal growth
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Basic shape

Water molecules in ice-crystal form an hexagonal lattice

Balls : oxygen atoms 
Bars : hydrogen atoms
Each O atom is bonded to 4 H atoms:        
2 by covalent and 2 by hydrogen bonding

Nascent crystal hexagonal prism 
Lc/La =1

[Y. Furukawa, Chemie in unserer Zeit 2 (1997)]
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Change of habit

The habit determined by the growth rate in the different directions. 

Prism: water condenses preferentially on basal faces R(0001)>R(1010)

Plate: water condenses preferentially of prism faces  R(1010)>R(0001)

Fundamental challenge: clarify the alternative changes in the growth rates 
between the basal and prism planes.

Lc/La <1

Lc/La >1

Lc/La >1

Lc/La <1

[Y. Furukawa, Chemie in unserer Zeit 2 (1997)]
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The crystal surface

qm latent heat of solidification per unit mass
ρ water density 
t = (Tm –T)/Tm

λ scaling length for molecular interactions

The quasi-liquid layer (QLL): thin liquid-like layer the covers the ice 
surfaces near the melting point

equilibrium thickness (d) determined by minimizing the total free energy

diverges at Tm
decreases with falling T
Increases with increasing Δγ

Equilibrium thickness

Wettability parameter

/( )I W I WΔγ= γ − γ + γ γI       surface tension of ice without the QLL 
γW surface tension of water 
γI/W interfacial tension between ice and waterΔγ >0 to have stable QLL
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The crystal surface

For T < T melting: QLL
δ decreases as T decreases

For T< TA

ice surface is geometrically irregular
θ ~ 1 strong adsorption

θ decrease with falling T 
(the degree of irregularity decreases) 

For T< TB the surface is smooth 
θ <<1 weak adsorption

[T. Kuroda, Journal of Crystal Growth 65 (1983) 27-35]

TA TB

Transition temperatures

T= TA δ = monomolecular layer

T = TB the irregularity becomes 
negligible (roughening temperature)
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Growth rate of the surface

RII > RI > RIII

0 - TA Vapour - QLL- Solid mechanism :balance between 
- the incorporation rate of water molecules from the vapor to the qll
RIa↑ if δ↓

- and the solidification rate from the qll to the crystal lattice
RIb↑ if δ↑

RI =f (thickness and dynamic properties of QLL) 

TA - TB adhesive growth mechanism 
Incident water molecules are directly incorporated into the crystal lattice

RII = RMAX (dominated by diffusion processes)

T < TB layer by layer growth mechanism

Incident water molecules are incorporated only at the kink sites along 
the growth steps
RIII = RMIN (dominated by surface kinetics)

QLL

Rough 
surf.

Smooth 
surf.
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Change of habit

Basal faces (0001)

Prism faces (1010)

0 > T > -4°C
R (base)<R (prism)

Thick plate

-4 > T > -10°C
R (base)>>R (prism)

Prism

-10 > T > -20°C
R (base)<<R (prism)

Thin plate

T <  - 20°C
R (base)>R (prism)

Prism

Prism facet more wettable than basal facet Δγ (prism) >  Δγ (base)

QLL on lateral facet thicker than on basal facet δ (prism) > δ (base)

The surface melting transition on ice is anisotropic: TA (prism)＜TA (base) 
TB (prism)＜TB (base)
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Physics of snow crystals

Growth velocity normal to the surface

σsurf = (csurf −csat)/csat supersaturation above the growing surface

α : condensation coefficient (attachment kinetics: how water molecules are 
incorporated into the lattice)
α = 1 molecules striking the surface are instantly incorporated into it 
α< 1 growth is limited by attachment kinetics (appearance of crystal 
facets)
α = α(T, σsurf, etc.. )

[K. G. Libbrecht, Rep. Prog. Phys. 68 (2005) 855–895]

Basic terminology

(Hertz–Knudsen formula) 

Crystal growth - attachment kinetics
- transport effects (particle diffusion + heat diffusion) 
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Physics of snow crystals

Diffusion equation

If p<<1: Diffusion adjust particle faster than the crystal shape changes
(slow growth limit)

Laplace equation

Peclet number

If p<1: Diffusion limited solidification
problem more complex

Time scales Time for diffusion to adjust the 
vapour density next to the surface

Growth time
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General solution for prism growth
p<<1
double problem of heat and particle diffusion reduces to a particle 
diffusion problem only

Assumptions:
thermal conductivity of ice high
the heating rate from solidification low

The crystal temperature 
rises uniformly

Boundary conditions at the crystal surface:
1) specify σ surf

(not known in most cases)
2) specify α ~ σ −1 Ñσ

(impractical because α varies considerably over the facet)
3) specify the growth velocity vn ~ Ñσ at the surface. 

useful for comparing with experiments on prism growth
for simple hexagonal prism vn = constant over an entire facet

Boundary condition far from the crystal:
always to specify σ∞

Physics of snow crystals: prism growth
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σsurf is max at the corners 
α is max at the centers
(step density max at the centers)

All the facets are concave

Examples of solutions of the diffusion equation

Particle diffusion problem only
Boundary condition =Constant over a facet

Isometric crystal

Physics of snow crystals: prism growth

Berg effect:
Corners stand out toward the higher 
concentration region
Supersaturation is highest at the corners 
and lowest at the center of the facets
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σsurf is higher at the center of basal 
facets 
α is lower at the center of the basal 
facets
(step density max at the corners)

The basal facets are convex

Thin plate

Physics of snow crystals: prism growth
Examples of solutions of the diffusion equation

Particle diffusion problem only
Boundary condition =Constant over a facet
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Simple hexagonal ice prisms appear when crystal growth is not strongly 
limited by particle diffusion 
Conditions: - low supersaturation

- small crystal size
- low background gas pressure

When solidification is limited by particle diffusion 
The growth of flat surfaces is unstable:
- The diffusion field allows the corners to 

grow faster than the central parts of facets
- Protrusions stick further in the humid air and 

increase their size
- Positive feedback results in a growth 

instability that produces complex structures

Physics of snow crystals: dendritic growth 

Mullins– Sekerka instability

Formation of : stellar crystals and dendrites
hollow columns and needles

Growths dominated 
by attachment kinetics
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From the solution of the diffusion equation:
σsurf is lowest at the facet centres.
α must be highest at the facet centres. 

Facets :concave with increasing curvature (but flat in appearance)

When  α = α max ≈ 1, if  σsurf continues to decline at the centres 
v(x) ≠ constant 
the facet is no longer flat in appearance
formation of branches

Flat crystal Columnar crystal

Physics of snow crystals: dendritic growth 
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Theoretical model (1)
[J.T. Nelson, J. Geophys. Res . 101 (1996) 7033-7047]

Starting point: Γ = dc/da  = 1 (i)
Crystal grows following dashed lines :

At h : Formation of hallows in the direction of the fastest growing face : 

Plate prism facets hollow sector plates and dendrites
Columns basal facets hollow hollow columns needles

If Γ<1 (plate habit)
If Γ>1 (columnar habit) 

Plate
Column

For Γ = 1 basal face should hollow before the prism face.
(center of basal facets are more surrounded by regions of vapour sink) 

(basal 
facet)

(prism 
facet)
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[E. Yokoyama, Journal of Crystal Growth 128 (1993) 251-257]

Theoretical model (2)

The model accounts  2 elementary processes:

1) Diffusion of molecules toward the crystal 
(solution of Laplace equation)

2) Surface kinetic process for incorporating 
water molecules into a crystal lattice:
- adsorption of water molecules 
- surface diffusion toward the steps
- a lateral motion of the steps.

Results: patterns depend on
- Dimensionless crystal size relative to 

mean free path of vapour
- Supersaturation

Limit: no extensive dendritic growth
transition hexagonal 
dendritic pattern
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Boundary conditions:

1)

2)

Moving-boundary problem

Diffusion equation in temperature

Assumptions:
D equal in both phases
Surface very thin
Local equilibrium approx (infinite mobility)

[W. Van Saarloos, Physics Reports 301 (1998) 9-43]

While the solid grows latent heat is released at the interface
heat has to flow away to avoid T>TM

temperature gradient in the liquid

Heat conservation at 
the interface

Microscopic physics 
of the interface
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Moving-boundary problem

Steady state solution for flat surface

Conclusion:
To have constant speed, heat must be constant in time in the co-moving frame

Net effect: while L is generated, a liquid volume element is replaced by a 
solid element at temperature TM

[W. Van Saarloos, Physics Reports 301 (1998) 9-43]

Thermal diffusion 
length

T∞ must be a specific amount (~ latent heat L) 
below TM (udercooling unit)
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Mullins-Sekerka instability

Solution for surface with a protrusions

isotherms are compressed in the 
neighbourhood of the protrusion
latent heat produced in this region of 
the interface diffuses away more easily
the protrusion grows larger in time

On the other hand:
stabilizing effect of surface tension (via the curvature)
molecules on a bump with positive curvature have fewer nearest 
neighbors more susceptible to being removed 
(the bump will tend to move back to the plane configuration)
Molecules on the surface of a negatively curved region have more
nearest neighbors more tightly bound
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Modeling snowflakes (1)

Starting with a single “frozen” cell at the origin
Particles perform simple random walk 
Particles freeze when encounter a previously 

frozen particle
Limits:  - Bumps growth is unstable                 

(no effect from surface tension)
- Fractal structures 
(similar structures on all scales)

Diffusion-Limited Aggregation (DLA)

Different variants of DLA:

[J. Nittmann, J. Phys. A 20 (1987) 1185–1191]
DLA + surface tension parameter

[R. Xiao, Phys. Rev. A 38 (1988) 2447–2456]
DLA with anisotropic attachment and  
surface diffusion

Bumps attract particles 
which follow the gradient

The gradient increases 
The bumps grow unstably
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Modeling snowflakes (2)

Cellular automaton model

[C.A. Reiter, Chaos, Solitons and 
Fractals 23 (2005) 1111–1119]

³1=ice
<1=water

1) Localization of receptive sites (ice 
or neighbours of ice)

2) Values of sites are update 
(diffusion + γ)

3) The background level β is chosen 

Shapes resemble snowflakes but 
no physical interpretation
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Constructal Theory

Basic question:
"From what principle can geometrical form in natural flow systems be 
deduced?.“

[A. Bejan, Int. J. Therm. Sci. 38 (1999) 653-663]

Answer: 
the geometric forms we find in 
nature are the result of the 
geometric minimization of 
resistance in volume-to-point flow 
(shapes will evolve in time 
following the paths through which 
flows encounter the lower 
resistance to transfer)
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Constructal Theory
Application to snowflakes:

Why is the snowflake plane? 

Solution for unidirectional solidification 
R (solid thickness) and rl (thickness of thermal diffusion in the liquid) ~ (α t)½

Different ability of plane, cylinder and sphere to fill the space with solid

(solid volume)/(total volume) ~ (R/rl)     < 1   plane 
~ (R/rl)² << 1 cylinder 
~ (R/rl)³ <<< 1 sphere

The most effective arrangement for solidifying a volume in the shortest time is 
the planar one

Snowflakes  are plane to maximize the speed of volumetric solidification
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Constructal Theory
Why needles?

At t=0 needles begin to grow with velocity U 
from nucleation point in 6 directions
T of the nucleation site jumps to Ts (> Tbulk) 
Spherical wave of thermal diffusion 
propagates (rl ~ 2(α t)½) 
Initially drl/dt > U
drl/dt decreases as √t
A tc is the needle length L > rl
(sticks its tip out of the warmed liquid sphere)
Tip is again surrounded by isothermal 
subcooled liquid  (as at t = 0) 
At t = tc, each tip serves as nucleation site

Conclusion: Needles are necessary to provide 
internal paths such that entire 
volumes approach internal 
equilibrium in the shortest time
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Summary and Conclusions

Main feature of snowflakes: diversity

Shape determined by temperature and humidity but very sensible on 
other conditions

Two types of mechanism contribute to the solidification process:
- interface control processes

- diffusion control processes

No results on the coupling between heat and mass

Non-geometric models: a moving 
interfacial boundary is driven by a 
diffusion field gradient and inhibited by 
curvature-related forces 
(simple geometric shapes are unstable)

Geometric models: the interfacial 
growth velocity is determined by local 
conditions only
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Thank you for your attention
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The crystal surface

qm latent heat of solidification per unit mass
ρ water density 
t = (Tm –T)/Tm

Surface free energy per unit area:

SL solid–liquid interface
LV liquid–vapour interface
SV fictitious ‘dry’ solid–vapour interface

λ scaling length for 
molecular interactions

The quasi-liquid layer (QLL): thin liquid-like layer the covers the ice 
surfaces near the melting point

equilibrium thickness (d) determined by minimizing the total free energy

d diverges at Tm decreases with falling T

Equilibrium thickness

Generalized function with 
f(0)=1 and f(∞)=0

Wettability parameter (Δσ∞)
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Growth rate of the surface

RII > RI > RIII

0 - TA Vapour - QLL- Solid mechanism :balance between 
- the incorporation rate of water molecules from the vapor to the qll

RIa↑ if δ↓

- and the solidification rate from the qll to the crystal lattice
~ RIb↑ if δ↑

RI (T, Δp)

TA - TB adhesive growth mechanism 
Incident water molecules are directly incorporated into the crystal lattice

RII = RMAX (dominated by diffusion processes)

T < TB layer by layer growth mechanism

Incident water molecules are incorporated only at the kink sites along 
the growth steps
RIII = RMIN (dominated by surface kinetics)

QLL

Rough 
surf.

Smooth 
surf.
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Morphological instability

Berg effect:
The corners and/or edges of polyhedral 
crystals stand out toward the higher 
concentration region

Supersaturation is highest at the corner 
and/or edge lowest at the center of facets

corners and/or edges of polyhedral 
crystals grow faster than the central parts of 
facets

Instability:
Protrusions stick further in the humid air 
and increase their size.

Formation of dendritic branching

[Y. Furukawa, Chemie in unserer Zeit 2 (1997)]
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Solutions for spherical crystal (α≈constant)

1) No heating (constant temperature independent on the position)

If α diff << α (purely diffusion-limited growth) 

If α diff >> α (purely kinetics-limited growth)

2) With heating

The main effect is to scale the growth by a factor  (1+x0)

Physics of snow crystals
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Dendritic growth 

Two main features of the dendritic evolution:

1) quasi-steady state propagation of the growing main stem
2) the time dependent secondary evolution of the side branches.

Main steam: Parabolic in shape 

Ivantsov solution  (Radius of tip and velocity constant)

Branching: numerical approaches: 

Front-tracking techniques (interface explicitly specified)
Phase field techniques (digitally smooth the interface)
Cellular-automaton model (grid of pixels)


